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Spoilers Contained Within.

Oh! The humanity! The weeping and knashing of teeth! Big Mike Lynch
was spared by the increasingly pointless panel of American Idol judges in
order that he might sing again on next week’s program. The country
screamed and beat it’s collective floorboards as Big Mrs. Mike Lynch
bounced right out of her dress. Somewhere, from deep within the
recesses of my couch cushions, I yawned and found my way to the
Triscuits (not that they were in the couch. I have some standards and
actually left the confines of couchdom to retrieve them). A boring cracker
for an equally boring television moment from the mainstream. Something,
however, flickered across the TV screen and reminded me that I must nab
entertainment by the Triscuits and return to the sofa again tomorrow

evening. That something is Fringe.

This is a banner week for fans of J.J. Abrams two concurrently running science fiction dramas, Lost
and Fringe. So far, both have had great episodes over the past  week. Fringe returned last week to
kick off the second half of it’s Fox season with an episode that answered two seasons worth of
questions (which is saying something for an Abrams produced show). Despite being a hybrid sci-
fi/procedural drama, Fringe doesn’t offer conventional episodic cliche’s to either the cops and
robbers or alien visitor genres. Fringe follows the simple story of scientist Walter Bishop (John
Noble) who has found an alternate earth and a way to cross over to it. The story also follows the
exploits of FBI Special Agent Olivia Dunham (Anna Torv) and her boss Colonel Broyles (Lance
Reddick), along with Bishop’s gifted son, Peter (Joshua Jackson). Together they fight “Fringe”
science crimes, while digging deeper into Dr. Bishop’s murky work of 25 years ago. Simple
enough. Of course, you have to toss in that Peter is not of this world, alien men in fedora’s are
always at the turning points in human history and that Olivia has a past (don’t we all). This past
week’s episode featured much of the explanation for the mechanics between Bishops father and
son and is definitely worth a look on the Fox website. The new show appears Thursday night at 9:00
p.m. and appears to be full of good old FBI and little green men goodness.

Ah, but what of the mother ship, Abrams’ ABC drama Lost? We’re down to the final five episodes
and it’s getting good. Or it’s not. I can’t tell. This week’s episode featured a sentimentally poinant
“Not Penny’s Boat” Desmond episode. Our wobegon Scotsman fared decently in the sideways
world, but smelled a lot like coconut shrimp after Charles Widmore (rrrallles riiddmrrre) got through
with him on the island. Poor Desmond (Henry Ian Cusick), but how many times have we said that? 
ABC broadcasting’s slogan should be “If you enjoy microwave dinners, then you’ll love Desmond
Hume.” Still, the show with no answers is tipping it’s hat towards the end. It looks like Hugo Reyes
(Jorge Garcia), the beloved Hurley, is the candidate. He may not have a tropical fitness plan that
works, but he sure does communicate with people written off of Lost. My wife would like to have
Hurley channel the cast of October Road,  and while he’s at it, The Nine. Closure is a beautiful thing.
If you’ve missed the Lost season, check them out the full episodes at the dot com. I’ll save you some
non-couch crackers.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VP6O7gvR4Ww
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